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Abstract

Real-world data often exhibits long tail distributions
with heavy class imbalance, where the majority classes can
dominate the training process and alter the decision bound-
aries of the minority classes. Recently, researchers have in-
vestigated the potential of supervised contrastive learning
for long-tailed recognition, and demonstrated that it pro-
vides a strong performance gain. In this paper, we show
that while supervised contrastive learning can help improve
performance, past baselines suffer from poor uniformity
brought in by imbalanced data distribution. This poor uni-
formity manifests in samples from the minority class hav-
ing poor separability in the feature space. To address this
problem, we propose targeted supervised contrastive learn-
ing (TSC), which improves the uniformity of the feature
distribution on the hypersphere. TSC first generates a set
of targets uniformly distributed on a hypersphere. It then
makes the features of different classes converge to these
distinct and uniformly distributed targets during training.
This forces all classes, including minority classes, to main-
tain a uniform distribution in the feature space, improves
class boundaries, and provides better generalization even
in the presence of long-tail data. Experiments on multi-
ple datasets show that TSC achieves state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on long-tailed recognition tasks.

1. Introduction

Real-world data often has a long tail distribution over
classes: A few classes contain many instances (head
classes), whereas most classes contain only a few instances
(tail classes). For critical applications, such as medi-
cal diagnosis, autonomous driving, and fairness, the data
are by their nature heavily imbalanced, and the minority
classes are particularly important (minority classes can be
patients or accidents [41, 49, 51]). Interest in such prob-
lems has motivated much recent research on imbalanced
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Figure 1. Test data feature distribution of (a) k-positive contrastive
learning (KCL) and (b) TSC for three classes of CIFAR10 (plane,
cat, dog), for different training data imbalance ratios ρ. With high
imbalance ratio, class centers learned by KCL exhibit poor unifor-
mity while class centers learned by TSC are still uniformly dis-
tributed and thus TSC achieves better performance (where Acc
refers to Accuracy on test data).

classification, where the training dataset is imbalanced or
long-tailed but the test dataset is equally distributed among
classes [4, 24, 46, 49, 50].

Long-tailed and imbalanced datasets pose major chal-
lenges for classification tasks leading to a significant per-
formance drop [1, 2, 8, 48, 52]. Techniques such as data re-
sampling [1,2,5,40] and loss re-weighting [3,4,9,11,25,26]
can improve the performance of tail classes but typically
harm head classes [24]. Recently, researchers have inves-
tigated the potential of supervised contrastive learning for
long-tailed recognition, and demonstrated that it provides
a strong performance gain [23]. They further proposed k-
positive contrastive learning (KCL), a variant of supervised
contrastive learning that yields even better performance on
long-tailed datasets.

However, while supervised contrastive learning can be
beneficial, applying the contrastive loss (including the KCL
loss) to imbalanced data can yield poor uniformity, which
hampers performance. Uniformity is a desirable prop-
erty [46]; it refers to that in an ideal scenario super-
vised contrastive learning should converge to an embedding
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where the different classes are uniformly distributed on a
hypersphere [19, 46]. Uniformity maximizes the distance
between classes in the feature space, i.e., maximizes the
margin. As a result, it improves generalizability.

But, when the classes are imbalanced, training naturally
puts more weight on the loss of majority classes and less
weight on that of minority classes. As a result, the classes
are no longer uniformly distributed in the feature space. To
illustrate this issue, we consider three classes from CIFAR-
10: dog, cat, and plane. We train a KCL model [23] on
this data for different imbalance ratios, ρ. For visualiza-
tion clarity we use a 2D feature space. As seen in Fig. 1(a),
when the classes are balanced (i.e., ρ=1:1:1), the centers of
the three classes are uniformly distributed in the KCL fea-
ture space. In contrast, when the imbalance ratio is high
(e.g., ρ=100:1:1), the classes with fewer training instances
start to collapse into each other, leading to unclear and in-
separable decision boundaries, and thus lower performance.
This is because the imbalanced data distribution naturally
puts more weight on the uniformity loss between the head
class and the tail classes, and less weight on that between
the two tail classes, making the distance between head and
tail classes much larger than the distance between two tail
classes. The more imbalanced the long-tailed data, the more
biased and less uniformly distributed the feature space.

One may attempt to fix this problem by oversampling
the tail classes or re-weighting the loss function. However,
as shown in [24], those methods overfit tail classes and im-
prove tail-class performance at the expense of head classes,
and thus harm the quality of the learned features. Therefore,
a method that performs instance-balanced sampling while
still being able to learn a uniform feature space is needed.

In this paper, we propose targeted supervised contrastive
learning (TSC) for long-tailed recognition. To avoid the fea-
ture space being dominated and biased by head classes, we
generate the optimal locations of class centers in advance
(i.e., off-line). We call these uniformly distributed points
class targets. We then devise an online matching-training
scheme that performs contrastive training while adaptively
matching samples from each class to one of the targets. As
shown in Fig. 1(b), TSC learns a class-balanced feature
space regardless of the imbalance ratio of the training set.

Note that one cannot simply match any target point with
any class. Though the targets are uniformly distributed in
the feature space, the distance between two targets can vary
widely. For example, if the number of classes in Fig. 1
was 10 instead of 3, then though the targets are uniformly
distributed, some targets will be closer to each other than
the rest. Thus, our matching-training scheme has to ensure
that classes that are semantically close (e.g., cat and dog)
converge to nearby targets, and classes that are semantically
farther apart converge to relatively distant targets.

We evaluate TSC on long-tailed benchmark datasets in-

cluding CIFAR-10-LT, CIFAR-100-LT, ImageNet-LT, and
iNaturalist, and show that it improves the state-of-the-art
(SOTA) performances on all of them.

To summarize, this paper makes the following contribu-
tions:

• It introduces TSC, a novel framework for long-tailed
recognition that avoids the feature space being dominated
and biased by head classes.
• It empirically shows that supervised contrastive learning

baselines can suffer from poor uniformity when applied
to long-tailed recognition, which degrades their perfor-
mances.
• It further shows that TSC achieves SOTA long-

tailed recognition performances on benchmark datasets,
demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed method.

2. Related Works
Imbalanced Learning and Long-tailed Recognition.

Real-world data typically follows a long-tailed or imbal-
anced distribution, which biases the learning towards head
classes, and degrades performance on tail classes [49, 54].
Conventional methods have focused on designing class re-
balancing paradigms through data re-sampling [1, 2, 5, 40]
or adjusting the loss weights for different classes during
training [3, 4, 9, 11, 25, 26]. However, such methods im-
prove tail class performance at the expense of head class
performance [24]. Researchers have also tried to improve
long-tailed recognition by using ensembles over different
data distributions [46, 53, 57], i.e., they re-organize long-
tailed data into groups, train a model per group, and com-
bine individual models in a multi-expert framework, or by
using a distillation label generation module guided by self-
supervision [33]. Ensemble-based and distillation-based
methods have been shown to be orthogonal to methods op-
erating on a single model and could leverage improvements
in single-model methods to improve the performance.

Recent works [24, 51, 57] show that decoupling repre-
sentation learning from classifier learning can lead to good
features, which motivates the use of feature extractor pre-
training for long-tailed recognition. The authors of [50]
introduced a self-supervised pre-training initialization that
alleviates the bias caused by imbalanced data. The au-
thors of [23] further show that self-supervised learning can
improve robustness to data imbalance, and introduce k-
positive contrastive learning (KCL). Our work builds on this
literature, and introduces a new approach to dealing with
data imbalance using pre-computed uniformly-distributed
targets that guide the training process to achieve better uni-
formity and improved class boundaries.

Contrastive Learning. Recent years have witnessed
a steady progress on self-supervised representation learn-
ing [10, 12–15, 17, 22, 32, 33, 38, 39, 55, 56]. Contrastive
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learning [6, 7, 16, 20, 21, 27, 30, 45] has been outstand-
ingly successful on multiple tasks [31, 37, 47]. The core
idea of contrastive learning is to align the positive sam-
ple pairs and repulse the negative sample pairs. Many
works [19, 30, 42, 43, 45] have made efforts to understand
and explain its properties, as well as its effects on down-
stream tasks. In particular, [45] proves that contrastive
learning asymptotically optimizes both alignment (close-
ness) of features from positive pairs, and uniformity of the
induced distribution of the (normalized) features on the hy-
persphere. Supervised contrastive learning (SupCon) [27]
extends contrastive learning to the fully-supervised set-
ting. It selects the positive samples from data belonging
to the same class and aligns them in the embedding space,
while simultaneously pushing away samples from different
classes. By leveraging class labels with a contrastive loss,
SupCon surpasses the performance of the traditional super-
vised cross-entropy loss on image classification. Most work
on contrastive learning focuses on balanced data. Recently
however, researchers have applied contrastive learning to
imbalanced and long-tailed classification and demonstrated
improved performance [23, 50].

3. Method
TSC is a training framework for improving the unifor-

mity of the latent feature distribution. It aims to learn repre-
sentations where the centers of each class are distributed
uniformly on a hypersphere, and thus obtain clear deci-
sion boundaries between classes. TSC is especially effec-
tive on long-tailed recognition tasks, since for traditional
methods based on supervised contrastive loss, classes with
fewer training instances could easily collapse with other tail
classes, resulting in poor classification performance.

Fig. 2 shows the overview of TSC. The targets where
we want to position the class centers on the hypersphere
are pre-computed prior to training and kept fixed there-
after. During training, the target positions are assigned to
the classes online, and a targeted supervised contrastive loss
is designed to encourage samples from each class to move
to the assigned target position.

3.1. Target Generation

We first compute the optimal positions for the targets
in the feature space. Since the test dataset is equally dis-
tributed among classes in long-tailed recognition, and the
features in contrastive learning are positioned on a unit-
hypersphere Sd−1 = {u ∈ Rd : ||u|| = 1} [6, 21], the
ideal class targets should be uniformly distributed on this
hypersphere. Note that computing these ideal target posi-
tions does not require access to the data, and only requires
knowing the number of classes and the dimension of the
feature space. Thus, similar to the uniformity loss defined
in [45], we design the target positions ofC classes, {t∗i }Ci=1,

Generate Uniform Targets Class Target Assignment

Dog

Cat★ Targets     ▲ Class Center   ● Data Points

Plane

Figure 2. Illustration of TSC. It first computes the optimal targets
for the class centers on the hypersphere. Then, during training,
in each iteration, each target is assigned to the nearest class, and
a targeted contrastive learning loss is designed to encourage the
samples from each class to move to the assigned target position.

as the minimizer of

Lu({ti}Ci=1) =
1

C

C∑
i=1

log

C∑
j=1

et
T
i ·tj/τ . (1)

Intuitively, we want the target positions on the hyper-
sphere to be as far away from each other as possible. The
ideal locations would be perfectly uniformly distributed on
the hypersphere, forming the vertices of a regular simplex
(i.e. ∃δ ∈ R, tTi · tj = δ, ∀i, j, i 6= j and

∑
i

ti = 0) [19].

However, when the dimension of the hypersphere is not
large enough (e.g., d < (C − 1)), computing the minimum
of the above equation analytically becomes very hard [19].1

Therefore, {t∗i }Ci=1 are calculated by gradient descent on
Lu, where ti is restricted to be on the hypersphere. Note
that the minimum of Lu after gradient descent will be equal
to its analytical minimum when d ≥ (C − 1).

3.2. Matching-Training Scheme

Class-Target Assignment. Once we obtain a set of target
positions, we need to assign a class label to each target. One
way to do so is to randomly assign class labels to target
positions. However, this will lead to a feature space with
very poor semantics. This is because some target positions
may be close to each other on the hypersphere and some
are far away, especially when the number of classes is large
(e.g., ImageNet and iNaturalist). Ideally, classes that are
semantically close to each other should be assigned to target
positions that are also close to each other.

It is hard however to accurately quantify semantic close-
ness between two classes. Even if we could quantify it,
i.e., there is a well-defined “semantic distance” between
two classes, it is computationally hard (i.e., no poly-time

1Even for the well-studied Thomson problem, which tries to determine
the most uniform (minimum electrostatic potential energy) arrangement
of N electrons on a 3D sphere, the solutions are known only for N =
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12}.
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solution) to compute the optimal assignment that matches
classes with target positions while keeping the semantic dis-
tance between classes consistent with the euclidean distance
between their targets.2

To solve this problem, we design a heuristic algorithm
that finds a good assignment, while preserving the seman-
tic structure of the feature space. Instead of pre-computing
the assignment, we do it adaptively during training. Specif-
ically, after each iteration in the training process, we use the
Hungarian Algorithm [29] to find the assignment {σ∗i }Ci=1

that minimizes the distance between the target positions and
the normalized class centers assigned to them, i.e.:

{σ∗i }i = argmin
{σi}i

1

C

C∑
i=1

||tσi
− ci||, (2)

where ci =

∑
vj∈Fi

vj

||
∑

vj∈Fi

vj ||2 and Fi is the set of features from

class i. In practice, since a batch may contain only a subset
of all classes, we keep track of the centers of each class
using a weighted moving average. To be specific, in every
iteration, we compute the new class centers c′i for each class
in the batch, and update the recorded ci by ci ← 0.9 · ci +
0.1 · c′i. As shown in Sec. 5.2, this assignment algorithm
demonstrates good performance on preserving the semantic
structure of the feature space.
Targeted Supervised Contrastive Loss. To leverage the
assigned targets, we design a targeted supervised con-
trastive loss LTSC . Given a batch of data samples
{(xi, yi)}Ni=1, where yi ∈ [C] is the class label of xi.
Define vi as the features of xi on the unit-hypersphere
Sd−1, ṽi as the features generated by augmenting xi, Vi =
{vn}Nn=1\{vi} as the current batch of features excluding
vi and V +

i,k ⊆ Vi the positive set of vi containing k fea-
tures uniformly drawn from {vj ∈ Vi : yj = yi}. Let
Ṽi = {ṽi} ∪ Vi and ˜V +

i,k = {ṽi} ∪ V +
i,k. LTSC is then

defined as:

LTSC = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

( 1

k + 1

∑
v+j ∈

˜
V +
i,k

log
ev

T
i ·v

+
j /τ∑

vj∈Ṽi∪U
ev

T
i ·vj/τ

+ λ log
ev

T
i ·c
∗
i /τ∑

vj∈Ṽi∪U
ev

T
i ·vj/τ

)
, (3)

where U = {t∗i }Ci=1 is the set of pre-compute targets, and
c∗i = t∗σ∗yi

is the assigned target of the corresponding class.

2This problem can be formulated as the matching problem between
two adjacency matrices. The graph isomorphism problem [18], which is
not known to be solvable in polynomial time yet, can be reduced to this
problem.

Note that the loss is the sum of two components. The first
is a standard contrastive loss as used by KCL [23], whereas
the second is a contrastive loss between the target and the
samples in the batch. This latter loss moves the samples
closer to the target of their class and away from the targets
of other classes.
LTSC forces projections from each class to be aligned

with its assigned target, while distributing the targets uni-
formly on the hypersphere, and thus is beneficial for long-
tailed recognition tasks.

4. Experiments

We evaluate TSC on multiple long-tailed benchmark
datasets and demonstrate its superior performances.

4.1. Experiment Setup

We perform extensive experiments on benchmark
datasets, like CIFAR-10-LT and CIFAR100-LT (The MIT
License), and large-scale long-tailed datasets, such as
ImageNet-LT (CC BY 2.0 license) [35] and iNaturalist
(CC0, CC BY or CC BY-NC license) [44]. CIFAR10-LT
and CIFAR-100-LT are sampled with an exponential decay
across classes. The imbalance ratio ρ is defined as the num-
ber of samples in the most frequent class divided by that
of the least frequent class. Similar to previous works, we
evaluate TSC on imbalance ratios of 10, 50 and 100 and a
ResNet-32 backbone [50]. For ImageNet-LT and iNatural-
ist, we evaluate TSC on a ResNet-50 backbone [23, 24, 46].

Following [23, 24], we implement TSC on long-tailed
recognition datasets using a two-stage training strategy. In
the first stage, we train the representation encoder with the
TSC loss. In the second stage, we train a linear classi-
fier on top of the learned representation. For CIFAR-10-
LT and CIFAR-100-LT, the linear classifier is trained with
LDAM loss and class re-weighting. For ImageNet-LT and
iNaturalist, the linear classifier is trained with CE loss and
class-balanced sampling. We also empirically find that in
the early training, it is better to first warm up the network
by not assigning targets and training the network with just
the KCL loss. Therefore, for ImageNet-LT and iNaturalist,
we start the class target assignment after half of the total
epochs. Following the KCL loss, we use k = 6 for the
TSC loss. We use the same data augmentations as previous
works, including the non-contrastive learning baselines. We
provide a detailed description of the implementation of our
method in the appendix. All results are averaged over 3 tri-
als with different random seeds.

There are mainly two types of works on long-tailed
recognition: 1) single model training scheme design, such
as new sampling strategies [24] or new losses [4, 9, 23],
and 2) ensembling over different data distributions, which
re-organizes long-tailed data into groups, trains a model
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Table 1. Top-1 accuracy (%) of ResNet-32 on long-tailed CIFAR-
10 and CIFAR-100. TSC consistently improves on past imbal-
anced learning techniques and achieves the best performance. Pre-
vious SOTA results for each imbalance ratio are colored with gray.
We report the accuracy of our re-implemented KCL (†) since they
do not report their performance on CIFAR in [23].

Dataset CIFAR-10-LT CIFAR-100-LT

Imbalance Ratio (ρ) 100 50 10 100 50 10

CE 70.4 74.8 86.4 38.3 43.9 55.7
CB-CE [9] 72.4 78.1 86.8 38.6 44.6 57.1
Focal [34] 70.4 76.7 86.7 38.4 44.3 55.8

CB-Focal [9] 74.6 79.3 87.1 39.6 45.2 58.0
CE-DRW [4] 75.1 78.9 86.4 40.5 44.7 56.2
CE-DRS [4] 74.5 78.6 86.3 40.4 44.5 56.1
LDAM [4] 73.4 76.8 87.0 39.6 45.0 56.9

LDAM-DRW [4] 77.0 80.9 88.2 42.0 46.2 58.7
M2m-ERM [28] 78.3 - 87.9 42.9 - 58.2

M2m-LDAM [28] 79.1 - 87.5 43.5 - 57.6
KCL† [23] 77.6 81.7 88.0 42.8 46.3 57.6

TSC 79.7 82.9 88.7 43.8 47.4 59.0

per group, and combines individual models in a multi-
expert framework. Prior work [46] shows that these two
approaches are orthogonal and can be combined together
to improve performance. Our work falls in the first type
of works. Therefore, we first compare TSC with es-
tablished state-of-the-art single model baselines, includ-
ing [4, 23, 24, 28], and then show that the combination of
TSC and ensemble-based models can further improve its
performance. Also, the literature compares different base-
lines for different datasets [23, 46, 50]. Thus, for each
dataset, we compare with the typical and SOTA baselines
for that dataset.

4.2. Results

CIFAR-10-LT & CIFAR-100-LT. Table 1 compares
TSC with state-of-the-art baselines on CIFAR-10-LT and
CIFAR-100-LT. It shows that, unlike other SOTA methods,
TSC demonstrates consistent improvements over all base-
lines on all imbalance ratios in both datasets. This demon-
strates that TSC can be generalized to different imbalance
ratios and datasets easily as its design does not require prior
knowledge of the imbalance ratio of the dataset.

ImageNet-LT. Table 2 compares TSC with state-of-the-
art baselines on ImageNet-LT dataset. As shown in the ta-
ble, TSC demonstrates significant improvements over the
baselines based on cross-entropy loss. It outperforms τ -
norm by 5.7%, cRT by 5.1%, and LWS by 4.7%. It also
improves over KCL [23] for all class splits (1.1% for many,
0.7% for medium and 0.9% for few). Note that TSC im-
proves both the accuracy of the many split and that of the
few split. This is because TSC not only improves the unifor-
mity of the minority classes, but also improves the overall

Table 2. TSC outperforms previous state-of-the-art single-
model methods on ImageNet-LT. Previous SOTA results of each
class split (many, medium, few, all) are colored with gray.
Please note that the KCL accuracy for each class split re-
ported in [23] does not match the reported accuracy on all
classes (61.8*0.385+49.4*0.479+30.9*0.136=51.658 which can-
not be rounded to 51.5), indicating that their reported results
may have a typo. Therefore, we also report the result of our re-
implemented KCL (denoted with †), which achieves similar accu-
racy on all classes but slightly different accuracy on each split.

Methods Many Medium Few All

OLTR [35] 35.8 32.3 21.5 32.2
τ -norm [24] 56.6 44.2 27.4 46.7

cRT [24] 58.8 44.0 26.1 47.3
LWS [24] 57.1 45.2 29.3 47.7
FCL [23] 61.4 47.0 28.2 49.8
KCL [23] 61.8 49.4 30.9 51.5

KCL † 62.4 49.0 29.5 51.5

TSC 63.5 49.7 30.4 52.4

Table 3. TSC outperforms previous state-of-the-art single-model
methods on challenging iNaturalist 2018 [44] dataset, which con-
tains 8142 classes. Previous SOTA results for each class split
(many, medium, few, all) are colored with gray.

Methods Many Medium Few All

CE 72.2 63.0 57.2 61.7

CB-Focal - - - 61.1
OLTR [35] 59.0 64.1 64.9 63.9

LDAM + DRW [4] - - - 64.6
cRT [24] 69.0 66.0 63.2 65.2

τ -norm [24] 65.6 65.3 65.9 65.6
LWS [24] 65.0 66.3 65.5 65.9
KCL [23] - - - 68.6

TSC 72.6 70.6 67.8 69.7

uniformity of the whole feature space, as is detailed in Sec.
5.1. This further demonstrates the effectiveness of the pro-
posed TSC loss in improving uniformity across class cen-
ters and delivering clean boundaries between classes.

iNaturalist. Table 3 compares TSC with state-of-the-
art baselines on iNaturalist dataset. TSC achieves the best
performance among all baselines on all class splits, demon-
strating its effectiveness in solving real-world long-tailed
recognition problems such as natural species classification.

Combination of TSC and ensembling method: In pre-
vious results, we compare TSC with established state-of-
the-art single model baselines. Here we show that TSC can
also be combined with a state-of-the-art ensemble-based
method, RIDE [46], to further boost its performance. To
implement TSC with RIDE, we simply replace the origi-
nal stage-1 training in RIDE with TSC and keep the stage-2
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Table 4. Top-1 accuracy on ImageNet-LT with ResNet-50. Combi-
nation of TSC and state-of-the-art ensemble-based method RIDE
[46] can further improve its performance.

Methods Many Medium Few All

RIDE (2 experts) [46] 65.8 51.0 34.6 54.4
RIDE (3 experts) [46] 66.2 51.7 34.9 54.9
RIDE (4 experts) [46] 66.2 52.3 36.5 55.4

TSC+RIDE (2 experts) 68.4 51.3 36.4 55.9
TSC+RIDE (3 experts) 69.1 51.7 36.7 56.3
TSC+RIDE (4 experts) 69.2 52.4 37.9 56.9

routing training unchanged. As shown in Table 4, the com-
bination of TSC and RIDE observes consistent improve-
ments across all different number of experts. This further
demonstrate the effectiveness of TSC on long-tailed recog-
nition tasks.

5. Analysis

We conduct an extensive analysis of TSC to explain its
advantages over the baselines. We also conduct thorough
ablations to demonstrate the effectiveness of each compo-
nent in the TSC pipeline.

5.1. Understanding the Learned Representations

In contrastive learning the features are regularized to fall
on a hypershpere [6,21], and the loss directly optimizes the
distance between instances in the feature space. Thus, we
can use distance in the feature space to evaluate the qual-
ity of learned representations. We propose several metrics
to evaluate representations learned from long-tailed dataset,
and study why TSC achieves better performance on long-
tailed recognition than past work, e.g., KCL.

Intra-Class Alignment. One optimization goal of the
contrastive loss is to minimize the distance between posi-
tive samples. Similar to [45], we define alignment under
the supervised contrastive learning setting as the average
distances between samples from the same class, where Fi is
the set of features from class i:

A =
1

C

C∑
i=1

1

|Fi|2
∑

vj ,vk∈Fi

||vj − vk||2. (4)

Inter-Class Uniformity. Another optimization goal of
contrastive loss is to maximize the distance between nega-
tive samples. Hence, we define inter-class uniformity under
the supervised contrastive learning setting as the average
distances between different class centers:

U =
1

C(C − 1)

C∑
i=1

C∑
j=1,j 6=i

||ci − cj ||2, (5)

A  : 0.1683
U : 1.4945 
𝐔𝟏: 1.2037

A  : 0.1684
U : 1.4945 
𝐔𝟏: 1.0061

(b)(a)

Figure 3. Example feature distributions of 3 classes with the same
intra-class alignment and inter-class uniformity but different near-
est neighborhood uniformity U1. Because the nearest neighbor
class is too close, the decision boundary between the green class
and the orange class in (a) is not clean.

where ci is the center of samples from class i on the hyper-

sphere: ci =

∑
vj∈Fi

vj

||
∑

vj∈Fi

vj ||2 .

Neighborhood Uniformity. Though intra-class align-
ment and inter-class uniformity are important metrics to
measure the quality of learned representations, they cannot
evaluate how close one class is to its neighbors. For exam-
ple, as shown in Fig. 3, although both (a) and (b) achieve
the same alignment and uniformity, (b) shows better neigh-
borhood uniformity in the feature space and clearer decision
boundaries between the green class and the orange class.

Since what we really care about is only those classes that
are too close to each other because the decision boundaries
between them can be unclear, we define neighborhood uni-
formity as the distance to the top-k closest class centers of
each class:

Uk =
1

Ck

C∑
i=1

min
j1,··· ,jk

(

k∑
l=1

||ci − cjl ||2), (6)

where j1, · · · , jk 6= i are different classes.

Carnivore

feline

bear
cat

Wildcat

big cat

...Domestic
cat ...

...
Cougar

Ice bear...

Figure 4. Illustration of semantic distance between two classes.

Reasonability. For better generalization, the learned
feature space should also keep a reasonable semantic struc-
ture, i.e. ,classes that are semantically close to each other
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should also be close in feature space. Therefore, we define
reasonability as the semantic distance between each class
and its top-k closest classes. The semantic distance of two
classes is computed using WordNet hierarchy [36], which
is a hierarchical structure that contains all ImageNet classes
as leaf nodes. The semantic distance of two classes is then
defined as the shortest distance between the two leaf nodes
in WordNet hierarchy. For example, as shown in Fig. 4, the
semantic distance between Cougar and Ice bear is 6.

Table 5. TSC achieves better uniformity, neighborhood unifor-
mity and reasonability than KCL on ImageNet-LT, while keeping
almost the same alignment. The k for neighborhood uniformity
and reasonability is set to 10. ↑ indicates larger is better, whereas
↓ indicates smaller is better.

Metric Methods Many Medium Few All

A↓ KCL† 0.71 0.69 0.72 0.70
TSC 0.71 0.70 0.74 0.71

U↑ KCL† 1.33 1.32 1.30 1.32
TSC 1.38 1.38 1.37 1.38

U↑10
KCL† 0.94 0.89 0.87 0.91
TSC 1.02 1.02 1.05 1.02

R↓ KCL† 7.35 7.25 7.42 7.31
TSC 7.22 7.13 6.94 7.14

Acc.↑
KCL† 62.4 49.0 29.5 51.5
TSC 63.5 49.7 30.4 52.4

KCL vs. TSC. In Table 5, we compare the alignment,
uniformity, neighborhood uniformity and reasonability of
KCL and TSC on ImageNet-LT. The results highlight sev-
eral good properties of TSC over KCL: 1.) TSC achieves
better uniformity, neighborhood uniformity, and reason-
ability than KCL on all class splits, while keeping almost
the same alignment as KCL. 2.) Although TSC’s uni-
formity is only 0.06 higher than that of KCL, its neigh-
borhood uniformity (the average uniformity of the clos-
est 10 classes) is 0.17 higher than that of KCL. More-
over, KCL’s neighborhood uniformity is even worse on tail
classes, while TSC keeps consistent neighborhood unifor-
mity over all classes. This demonstrates the effectiveness
of TSC on keeping all classes away from each other, and
thus allowing clearer decision boundaries between classes.
3.) TSC achieves better reasonability than KCL, especially
on tail classes, showing that the learned feature space is not
only uniform but also semantically reasonable.

Visualization. We can obtain more insights by visu-
alizing the features learned by TSC and KCL. In Fig. 5,
we visualize the features learned using KCL and TSC on
CIFAR-10-LT with imbalance ratio of 100 and d = 2. The
triangles indicate the class centers. As shown in Fig. 5(a),
features learned by KCL suffer from poor uniformity. Sev-
eral class pairs collapse into each other, leading to unclear
boundaries. We also see that when uniformity is quite

(a) KCL (b) TSC

Acc: 
71.8%

Acc: 
76.5%

Figure 5. Feature distribution and accuracy of (a) KCL and (b)
TSC on CIFAR-10-LT with imbalance ratio 100. In (a), the class
centers of cat and dog collapse together, as well as the class centers
of horse, deer, and frog.

poor, a large part of the feature space is left empty. On
the other hand, Fig. 5(b) shows that features learned using
TSC achieve good uniformity and clear separation between
classes, hence achieve better classification performance.

5.2. Ablations

Table 6. Comparison between KCL, KCL with class-balanced
sampling and TSC on CIFAR-10-LT and CIFAR-100-LT.

Dataset CIFAR-10-LT CIFAR-100-LT

Imbalance Ratio (ρ) 100 50 10 100 50 10

KCL† 77.6 81.7 88.0 42.8 46.3 57.6
CB-KCL 75.5 80.2 87.1 41.5 45.5 56.8

TSC 79.7 82.9 88.7 43.8 47.4 59.0

Class-Balanced Sampling. Since KCL exhibits poor
uniformity, one may think of improving its uniformity us-
ing class-balanced sampling. Table 6 compares KCL with
class-balanced sampling with TSC. As shown in the ta-
ble, class-balanced sampling gets even worse performance
than standard KCL on both CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100.
This phenomenon is also shown in [24], where the author
shows that instance-balanced sampling achieves the best re-
sults among different sampling strategies during represen-
tation learning. TSC uses instance-balanced sampling, and
achieves good uniformity using pre-computed targets.

Benefits of Balanced Positive Samples. [23] has shown
that sampling positive pairs in a balanced way (as done in
KCL) is better than taking all samples of the same class as
positives (as done in FCL). Therefore, TSC also builds on
top of the KCL loss which samples the same number of pos-
itive pairs for each data point. However, we also notice that
this balanced positive sampling strategy brings much less
improvement to TSC than KCL. As shown in Table 7, the
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Table 7. Balanced positive sampling strategy improves less on
TSC than on FCL on ImageNet-LT.

Methods Many Medium Few All

FCL [23] 61.4 47.0 28.2 49.8
KCL [23] 61.8 49.4 30.9 51.5

TSC (FCL) 62.7 49.2 30.1 51.8
TSC (KCL) 63.5 49.7 30.4 52.4

balanced positive sampling strategy in KCL improves 1.7%
over FCL, while improves 0.7% over TSC with FCL. This
is possibly because with a balanced feature space, the align-
ment within each class is also naturally balanced and there-
fore does not need the balanced positive sampling strategy,
which further demonstrates the importance of a balanced
feature space.

(a) Random Assignment (b) Online Assignment

Acc: 
72.9%

Acc: 
76.5%

Figure 6. Comparison of feature distribution and accuracy using
(a) random class assignment and (b) online assignment in TSC on
CIFAR-10-LT with imbalance ratio 100.

Table 8. TSC with and without online matching algorithm on
ImageNet-LT.

Methods Many Medium Few All R↓

KCL † 62.4 49.0 29.5 51.5 7.31
TSC (random assign) 61.8 48.1 29.2 50.8 7.81

TSC (online matching) 63.5 49.7 30.4 52.4 7.14

Online Matching Algorithm. In Fig. 6(a), we show
the performance of TSC with randomly assigned targets on
CIFAR-10-LT, where the target for each class is randomly
assigned at the beginning of training and fixed for the entire
training process. To better visualize the features, the feature
dimension of the output is set to 2. As shown in the fig-
ure, both methods achieve good uniformity on training data.
However, the semantics in Fig. 6(a) are not reasonable,
as semantically close classes are not nearby in the feature
space, e.g., deer and horse. Similar results are also shown
in Table 8, where we compare the reasonability of TSC with
and without the online matching algorithm. Without the on-

line matching algorithm, the reasonability of TSC is signif-
icantly worse than with it, resulting in much poorer gener-
alization performance.

Table 9. Lu achieved with different random seeds during optimal
targets generation for different numbers of classes.

# Class 10 100 1000 8142

seed = 0 14.286 14.286 14.287 14.297
seed = 1 14.286 14.286 14.287 14.297
seed = 2 14.286 14.286 14.287 14.297
seed = 3 14.286 14.286 14.287 14.297
seed = 4 14.286 14.286 14.287 14.297

std 3.2e-6 6.1e-6 1.8e-6 3.0e-6

Stability of Target Generation. An important step of
our pipeline is to generate optimal targets. Since we use nu-
merical approximation (SGD) to generate optimal targets,
it is possible that the generated targets can achieve differ-
ent minimum of Lu with different random seeds. Here we
show the stability of our targets generation process. Table 9
shows the final Lu achieved by SGD with different random
seeds. As shown in the table, with different random seed,
the final Lu stays quite stable with negligible standard de-
viation. Therefore, the optimal targets generation process is
stable.

6. Conclusion & Limitations

In this paper, we introduced targeted supervised con-
trastive learning (TSC) for long-tailed recognition. We em-
pirically showed that, for unbalanced data, features learned
by traditional supervised contrastive losses lead to reduced
uniformity and unclear class boundaries, and hence poorer
performance. By assigning uniformly distributed targets to
each class during training, TSC avoids this problem, leading
to a more uniform and balanced feature space. Extensive
experiments on multiple datasets show that TSC achieves
state-of-the-art single-model performance on all benchmark
datasets for long-tailed recognition.

Nonetheless, TSC has some limitations. First, the op-
timal targets of TSC are computed using stochastic gradi-
ent descent. The analytical optimal solution of points on a
hypersphere that minimize an energy potential remains an
open problem (Thomson problem). Though TSC uses an
approximate solution, the empirical results show consistent
and significant performance gain. Second, TSC requires
knowing the number of classes in advance to compute the
targets; so, it is not applicable to problems where the num-
ber of classes is unknown. Despite these limitations, we be-
lieve that TSC provides an important step forward for long-
tailed recognition, and delivers new insights on how data
distribution affects key properties of contrastive learning.
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